From: Tokyo (WOTNS)
To: Helsinki
26 February 1943
JCP (X)

#389 (2 parts complete)

In answer to your wire #75a.

A. Request items.

1. Strip 33-1.

2. It appears from your report that the Military Intelligence
   Code #11 is a letter code and that you have solved the random number
   tableb. There was no conversion tablec (?in your report?), however,
   so please investigate this again and send us this table.

3. Please send us also a copy of the code and conversion
   table for Military Intelligence Code #1 —d.

B. Reply items.

   We also have (?many messages?) here similar to "O"-1.

2. We are now studying Strip 0-2.

3. In our next wire we will send you the decipherment
   of the Strip sent from Vichy to Washington on 26 July 1942.

C. Items for reference.

   Judging from the fact that the numbers of each strip agree
   with the key chart which appears in the manual, it is clear that —U—
   —U— —U—.

   We also take it that you have the 0-2 or can get it. We
   trust you will continue to work on these items.
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